
Zoom Whitening Instructions
Zoom! Whitening – Post Operative Instructions. Congratulations on completing the Zoom
Whitening Process! The next 48 hours are important in enhancing. Take Home Whitening Place a
small amount of gel on each of the teeth in the custom tray. Use caution not to overload the tray.
Insert the tray over the teeth and gently wipe away any excess gel. Do not leave any gel on the
gums because this will cause irritation to your gums.

To use the at-home Philips Zoom whitening system, using a
syringe you apply a drop of bleaching gel inside your
customised plastic mouth tray.
Zoom! In-Office Post Whitening Care Instructions. Congratulations! You have just experienced a
revolutionary tooth whitening procedure. The next 48 hours.

Zoom Whitening Instructions
===> Download/Read Here

The Zoom Whitening Procedure. First, a protective cover is put over your lips and gums leaving
only your teeth exposed. Next, the dentist applies. requested in-office whitening sys- tem on the
Dual barrel syringe with mixing tip of Zoom 2 chairside whitening gel (4.6 g/4 Postwhitening care
instructions. Post-‐Whitening Care Instructions for in-‐office Zoom!TM Whitening.
Congratulations! Your teeth are going to continue to whiten for the next 48 hours.

Whitening aftercare practices following treatment at our Queens, NY, dental practice. Avoid
Staining. During Zoom! treatment, a powerful. 

As with any tooth whitening product, Zoom! is not recommended for children under By following
some simple post whitening care instructions, your teeth will. 

Instructions for Use The Zoom! Whitening Pen is for whitening of natural teeth only. Remove
cap from the Zoom! Whitening Pen. Refresh the brush tip by clicking.

If sensitivity continues, try whitening every other day or ask your dentist for a lower-
concentration gel. Gingival Irritation. Trays that extend onto the gingiva (gums).

Teeth Whitening Instructions for use with professional
bleaching gel and whitening trays. Important Disclaimers:
Please read before using tooth whitening.
Zoom Teeth Whitening is an in-office procedure that uses a strong tooth whitening By following

http://lod1.plana.casa/goto.php?q=Zoom Whitening Instructions


some simple post whitening care instructions, your teeth will. Post-Op Instructions ZOOM in
Office Whitening. • Color Spotting on the teeth may occur after Zoom In-Office Whitening due to
temporary dehydration of the teeth. Zoom Whitening Post-‐Operative Instructions.
Congratulations on completing the Zoom Whitening Process! Now that your teeth are significantly
whiter, there.

Philips Zoom! take-home teeth whitening kits are a safe and convenient way to get your smile
noticeably whiter in one to two weeks. You'll get professional. The Zoom in-office tooth
whitening procedure uses the Zoom Advanced Power Follow your dentist's instructions for when
and how to use this touch-up kit.

From ZOOM whitening to custom-fit bleaching trays, modern dentistry offers a number of Every
once in a while someone will ignore post treatment instructions. Looking for more information on
Post Op ZOOM Whitening Instructions? Inspiration Dental is a local, trusted dentist serving the
Riverview, FL community. Give us.

All of our whitening treatments are designed to whiten your teeth with little to no sensitivity.
Option 1: Philips Zoom! DayWhite. Philips Zoom DayWhite and NiteWhite offer superior at-
home whitening for a visibly whiter smile in one day and your whitest healthiest smile in seven to
fourteen.

Post-Whitening Care Instructions for in-office Zoom! ™ Bleaching. Congratulations! You've just
experienced a revolutionary tooth whitening procedure. The next.

Everyone's teeth whiten at different rates. Some peoples' teeth absorb the whitening gel very well,
while others are more whitening resistant. We will check your. Learn more about Zoom! Teeth
Whitening available at Tewksbury Dental Associates serving the people.

ZOOM Whitening Instructions. In preparation for your upcoming appointment: 1. For maximum
results, you should have had a dental cleaning 6 months or less.

Zoom Whitening. zoom teeth whitening before and after images. Everyone deserves a bright,
confident smile! That is why we offer our patients Philips Zoom. Whether you choose Zoom!
Whitening or another treatment for your smile, be sure to follow your dentist's maintenance
instructions carefully.
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